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Abstract 
In this paper we present a purely syntactical proof of the operational equivalence of I = ixx 
and the I-term J that is the q-infinite expansion of I. 
1. Introduction 
Two A-terms A4 and N are operationally equivalent (M paper N) iff for every context 
C : C[M] is solvable iff C[N] is solvable. Let I = Axx and J = (Y G) where Y is the 
Turing’s fixed point operator and G = ;IxlyA.z(y (x z)). J is the q-infinite expansion 
of I. His Biihm tree is: IxAnl(x Ax&cl ,&(x2 1x4(x3 . . . . 
The following theorem is well known (see [ 1,3]). 
Theorem. I qper J. 
The usual proof is semantic: two A-terms are operationally equivalent iff they have 
the same interpretation in the model D, . 
We give here an elementary and purely syntactical proof of this result. This proof 
analyses in a fine way the reductions of C[Z] and C[J] by distinguishing the “real” 
fl-redexes from those coming from the v]-expansion. 
This proof can be generalized to prove (this result also is well known) the operational 
equivalence of two A-terms whose Bijhm trees are equal modulo (possibly infinite) 
q-expansion. The directed I-calculus (see [2]) is used as a technical tool. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
l IX U represents a (possibly empty) sequence of abstractions. 
l Let T,U,U, ,..., U,, be J-terms, the application of T to U is denoted by (T U) or 
TU. In the same way we write TU, . . . U, or TV instead of (. . . (T VI). . . U,). 
l Let us recall that a A-term T either has an head redex [i.e. t = ;IX(kcU V) 7, the 
head redex being (;ixU V)], or is in head normal form [i.e. t = ilX XT]. 
l The notation U +r V (resp. U +r* V) means that V is obtained from U by one head 
reduction (resp. some head reductions). 
l A l-term T is solvable iff the head reduction of T terminates. 
The following lemma is well known. 
Lemma 2.1. (U V) is solvable ifs U is solvable (and has U’ as head normal form) 
and (U’V) is solvable. 
3. Proof of the Theorem 
The idea of the proof is the following: we prove that, if we consider as “equivalent” 
the reductions where I (resp. J) are in head position, C[I] and C[J] reduce, by head 
reduction in the same way. For making this idea precise we add a constant H (which 
represents either I or J). We define on these terms the I (resp. J) head reduction, 
corresponding to the case where H =Z (resp. J). To prove that the reductions are 
equivalent we prove that the terms obtained by “removing” the constant H are equal. 
This is the role of the extraction function E. 
3.1. The AH-calculus and the extraction function 
l We add a new constant H to the A-calculus and we call AH the corresponding 
calculus. 
l We define (by induction) on the set of AH-terms the application E: 
E(x) = x, E(H) = H, E(AxU) = IxE( U), 
E(UV) = E(U)E( V) if U # HU, U, . . . U,, 
E(HU, U, . . . U,,) = E(UIU2...U,,). 
l A AH-term is in head normal form if it has the form 2X H or AX x7. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf T is a AH-term, then E(T) has the form IlX H or IX xv or 
IX (ixU V)V. 
Proof. By induction on T. 0 
Lemma 3.2. IJ‘ T is a AH-term, then E(E(T)) = E(T). 
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Proof. By induction on T. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let T,U he AH-terms. E(TU)=E(E(T)E(U)). 
Proof. By induction on T. We distinguish the cases: T # HV and T = HF. n 
Lemma 3.4. Let U, V be AH-terms and x be a variable, E(U[V/x]) = 
E(E(U)[E( WI) 
Proof. By induction on U. The only interesting case is U =xU. By Lemma 3.3, 
E( U[V/x])=E(E( V)E(U[V/x])). Therefore, by induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.3, 
~~~~~/~l~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/~l~~=~~~~~~~~~~~/~l~. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. Let U1, U2, V,, Vz be AH-terms such that E(Ul ) = E(U2) and E( fi ) = 
E(V2). Then E(UI[~/~I)=E(U~[V~/XI). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let Ul, U2, 6, VZ be AH-terms. If U, +I 6, U2 +f VI, and E( U1 ) = 
E(U2), then E(&)=E(V2). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5. q 
3.2. The i-reduction 
l We define on the i,H-terms a new head reduction: 
HU ,... un+1u,u2...un. 
l We denote by AI* the reflexive and transitive closure of +I. 
a A i,H-term U is I-t-solvable iff a finite sequence of I-reductions and t-reductions 
of U gives a head normal form. 
Lemma 3.7. Let U, V be AH-terms. Zf U -+I~ V, then E(U) = E( V). 
Proof. By induction on the reduction of U. 1 
Lemma 3.8. Every I-reduction is jinite. 
Proof. The Z-reduction decreases the complexity of a ;IH-term. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let U be AH-term. U is I-t-solvable ifs U[I/H] is solvable. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
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3.3. The J-reduction 
l We define on the ;W-terms a new head reduction 
HUl . . . U,, +J Ul(H Uz)Uj . . . u,. 
l We denote by +JI’ the reflexive and transitive closure of +J. 
l A AH-term U is J-t-solvable iff a finite sequence of J-reductions and t-reductions 
of U gives a head normal form. 
Lemma 3.10. Let U, V be AH-terms. If U -‘_I* V, then E(U)= E(V). 
Proof. We may assume there is only one step of J-reduction. The only interesting 
case is U = (H)Ul Uzn. In this case U +JU,(H Uz)U, and, by induction hypothesis, 
E(Ul(H Uz)u)=E(V). Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, E(U)=E(V). 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let U, V be m-terms. If U +J* V, then, for every sequence W = - 
w, . . . W,,, there is a sequence W’ = W,’ .. , Wn’ such that U W +J~ VW’ and for all 
1 dk Gn, W~‘--+J* Wk. 
Proof. By induction on the reduction of U. We may assume there is only one step of 
J-reduction. The only interesting case is U = HU’ and w= fi WI. In this case V = U’, 
- - 
UWl W’+J V(H fl)W’ and HW, -‘J WI. Cl 
Lemma 3.12. Every J-reduction is jinite, 
Proof. By induction on U. The only interesting case is U = Hq . . . V, (na2). We 
prove, by induction on n, that if the reductions of fi, . . . , V, are finite, then so is the 
reduction of U =HK . . V,. U -+J F’i(H V,) V3.. . V, and fi +J* 5’. By Lemma 3.11, 
U+J y’W2W3 . . . W, where Wl +J H V2 -‘J V2 and Wi +J g, therefore the reductions 
of Wi are finite. 
- If E( Vi ) # H. V,’ begins either by A, or by a p-redex, or by a variable. Therefore, 
by Lemma 3.11, the J-reduction of U is finite. 
- If E( Vi) = H. By Lemma 3.11, U +J* HW2 . . W, and the induction hypothesis allows 
to conclude. 0 
Lemma 3.13. Let U be a AH-term. U is J-t-solvable lf U[J/H] is solvable. 
Proof. The only difficulty is to prove that: if U is J-t-solvable, then U[J/H] is solv- 
able. This is proved by induction on the reduction of U. The only interesting case is 
U = AX HV. In this case, U +J IX V and U[J/H] hf AX lyV[J/H] (J y). By induction 
hypothesis V[J/H] is solvable and, by Lemma 2.1, we may begin to reduce V[J/H] in 
IlX AyV[J/H] (J y). If the head normal form of V[J/H] has not the form IxA xw, 
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the result is true. Otherwise the head reduction of U[J/H] gives AX G(J y)w which 
is solvable. 0 
3.4. The proof of the Theorem 
U -+(l*,k) V (resp. U +(J*,k) V) means that V is obtained from u by some I- 
reductions (resp. J-reductions) and k many t-reductions. 
Lemma 3.14. Let U,,Uz, 6, Vz be AH-terms. If U, +([*,k) q,, U2 +(J*,k) v2, and 
E(U* j=E(U2), then E(6)=E(V2). 
Proof. A consequence of Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.10. 0 
Lemma 3.15. Let U be a AH-term. U is I-t-solvable ifs U is J-t-solvable. 
Proof. A consequence of Lemmas 3.8, 3.12 and 3.14. 0 
Proof of the Theorem. A consequence of Lemmas 3.9, 3.13 and 3.15. 0 
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